
 

 

A BIG STEP FORWARD FOR US ALL 
THE MOST UNPUBLICISED COSMIC EVENT IN RECENT HISTORY 
 
 
I have spent a lot of time thinking, “how can I best announce that our beloved planet Gaia has  
completed her long-delayed Ascension into the mid-5th Dimension?” 
 
A bit difficult – it’s not everyday conversation is it, as in “I hope you had a nice Halloween/All 
Hallows and oh! by the way, did you know Gaia has Ascended?” Well, there you are, I have done 
it! 
       
So what has actually been going on? 
 
Perhaps the following chronological list of events may clarify everything. 
 
1.  In 2012-13 Gaia failed to make her programmed Ascension due to lack of Divine Light 

emission on Earth. 
2. The Prime Creator took over control. 
3. Deep and incisive clearances of all aspects of dark forces were systematically carried out 

throughout our planet. 
4. Gaia herself has also been energetically cleansed, vented and given huge emotional support. 
5. Huge numbers of Light Workers - aware and unaware - have been fast tracked through their 

personal Ascension Process during 2018-2019. 
6. This created sufficient columns of Light to connect to the higher realms. 
7. On 22 October 2019 a trial-run was carried out for Gaia’s ascension.  Barring a few minor 

items, it confirmed everything was ready - 7 years late. 
8. On 28 October 2019 Gaia was infused with divine love via the tubes, enabling her to uncouple 

and gently start to float/be drawn lovingly up towards her new dimensional home. 
9. Monday, 4 November 2019 Gaia coupled into the 5.5 Dimension successfully. 
10. Monday, 11 November 2019 Mercury completed the second in a pair of Transits across the 

Sun - the first being in 2016.  Astrologers have referred to this as the Cosmos’s way of 
drawing a line under the current breakdown in relationships and communication and starting 
to move towards a more compassionate, innovative and wound healing time.  Was this all just 
part of the change to higher, more refined frequencies? 

11. It is now 10 days since Gaia Ascended. In that time two divergent views have occurred; the 
first is that many ‘ascended’ dowsers have checked and agreed the above events and the 
second is that some ‘ascended’ non-dowsers have said that they have not felt the 
Dimensional Change and are in doubt about the event happening. 

12. WHY?? 
13.  Ascended people automatically start to live in a multi-dimensional world via their ever-present 

tubes of high frequency light, which oscillate way above 5.5, so they do not particularly feel 
such a relatively small movement upwards.  If they are not dowsers, they do not have the 
means to check and validate/refute such questions.  There has been no ‘fanfare of publicity’ 
around this Ascension. Indeed, very recently, its date was brought forward from early 
February 2020.  Is scepticism also prevalent, therefore? Has the ‘journey’ become the reality 
and ‘arrival’ is hard to accept? Are many just so energetically and emotionally exhausted by 
decades of frequency changes? 

14. Well, dear readers all over the world, I do hope that the above does in fact resonate 
comfortably with you.  Please do take the time to ponder, meditate, dowse and discuss with 
like-minded friends and colleagues and come to your own valued conclusions. 

15. I would welcome your feedback on susan@sandownsolutions.co.uk 
 
In love and light, 
Susan Fairley 
13 November 2019 


